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Seasonality Pro Offers Advanced Wind Simulation for the Upper Atmosphere
Published on 02/23/16
Michigan baseed Gaucho Software today announces Seasonality Pro 1.1, the latest update to
its professional weather app developed for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch devices.
Seasonality Pro is a powerful tool that allows meteorologists to view and analyze weather
model forecast data. Version 1.1 adds a new Particle Mode map layer to show the wind field
from the surface to the upper atmosphere, an easy new way to animate maps over a longer
period of time, and full support for multitasking on iOS 9.
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan - Gaucho Software today is pleased to announce the release of
Seasonality Pro 1.1, the latest update to its professional weather app developed for
iPhone, iPad and iPod touch devices. Seasonality Pro is a powerful tool that allows
meteorologists to view and analyze weather model forecast data. The latest version adds a
new Particle Mode map layer to show the wind field from the surface to the upper
atmosphere, an easy new way to animate maps over a longer period of time, and full support
for multitasking on iOS 9.
The new Particle Mode feature has been a user-favorite in Seasonality apps for years. The
feature animates thousands of particles to show the motion of the wind at the surface. Now
in Seasonality Pro 1.1, Particle Mode can be used to display the wind at any modeled level
in the atmosphere. This is useful for keeping track of the jet stream and other upper air
phenomena.
The time bar has always been a useful way to control what time period is animated on the
map. Seasonality 1.1 adds the ability to pinch to zoom in and out on the time bar, so
users can easily choose whether they want to animate over hours, days, or anywhere
in-between. The app automatically handles loading just enough data to draw the animation
rapidly, and makes it easy for users to narrow in on the time period they want to study.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 8.0 or later
* 18.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Seasonality Pro 1.1 is $5.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Weather category. Current customers can
upgrade for free.
Seasonality Pro 1.1:
http://getseasonality.com/pro/
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/seasonality-pro/id949893263
Screenshot:
http://getseasonality.com/art/scr-pro-3-large.png
App Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple49/v4/86/5d/b1/865db129-d352-fbd1-10ce-32799840dce7/i
con175x175.png

Gaucho Software, LLC is a privately held software company based in Michigan, USA. Since
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2004, the company has been creating powerful weather applications for Mac, iPhone, iPad,
and Apple TV. Catering to all needs and skill sets, from hobbyist to professional, it is
dedicated to crafting scientifically worthy tools that unleash the full power of today's
intuitive devices. Its unusual, deeply appreciated applications have earned it praise in
the press as well as a dedicated following. Copyright (C) 2016 Gaucho Software, LLC. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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